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Myths and Myth-makers - John Fiske 1900

The Hermetic Brotherhood of Luxor - Joscelyn Godwin 1995-01-01
The Hermetic Brotherhood of Luxor, active in the last decades of the
19th century, was the only order of its time that taught practical
occultism in the Western Mystery Tradition. This is the first complete
and undistorted account, tracing the origins, founders, and practices of
this very secretive order, which counted among its members many of the
well-known figures of late 19th-century occultism, spiritualism, and
Theosophy, including Max Theon, Peter Davidson, Thomas Henry
Burgoyne and Paschal Beverly Randolph. This scholarly work provides all
the materials for revisioning the history, assigning the Hermetic
Brotherhood of Luxor its rightful place as one of the most influential
esoteric orders of its time.
Sex of Architecture - Diana Agrest 1996-09
This book brings together 24 provocative texts that collectively express
the power and diversity of women's views on architecture today. This
volume presents a dialogue among women historians, practitioners,
theorists, and others concerned with critical issues in architecture and
urbanism.
Montesquieu’s Idea of Justice - Sheila Mary Mason 2012-12-06
Part One of Montesquieu's Idea of Justice comprises a survey of the
currency in philosophical, ethical and aesthetic debate during the second
half of the 17th century of the terms rapport and convenance, which are
central to the enigmatic definition given to justice by Mon tesquieu in
Lettres Persanes LXXXllI. In this survey, attention is concen trated on the
way in which the connotations of these terms fluctuate with the
divergent development of the methodological and speculative outgrowths
of Cartesian ism into two schools of thought, materialist and idealist,
often widely at variance in their views of the nature and orga nization of
the universe. In Part Two, Montesquieu's definition of justice is set
against this background, whose doctrinal conflicts, because of the
characteristic as sociations of its key terms, it may be taken to reflect,
just as it may be held to epitomize, by virtue of its elaboration in the
opening chapter of De l' Esprit des Lois and its close terminological
affinities with the defini tion of law there given, an undoubtedly related
conflict between the implications of causal determinism and the
aspirations of idealist meta physics surviving at the heart of
Montesquieu's outlook, and, remaining unresolved, often said to impair
the coherence if not the validity of his theory of society.
Rab and His Friends - John Brown 2019-11-29
"Rab and His Friends" by John Brown. Published by Good Press. Good
Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre.
From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the
books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers
and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and
accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
Gramophone, Film, Typewriter - Friedrich A. Kittler 1999
On history of communication
Marxism and Social Democracy - Henry Tudor 1988-05-27
This is an anthology in English of the major texts concerned with the
nineteenth century debates between democratic socialism and
revolutionary Marxism. The central figure is Eduard Bernstein who
fuelled the controversy by arguing that Marx's analysis of society had
been overtaken by events, and that his doctrine of revolution should be
replaced by a policy of evolutionary reform by democratic means.
The Death of Nature - Carolyn Merchant 2019-09-10
UPDATED 40TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION WITH 2020 PREFACE An
examination of the Scientific Revolution that shows how the mechanistic
world view of modern science has sanctioned the exploitation of nature,
unrestrained commercial expansion, and a new socioeconomic order that
subordinates women.
The Secret Doctrine Wurzburg Manuscript - H. P. Blavatsky 2014-05-08

Amnesty International Report 2008 - Amnesty International 2008
This annual report documents human rights abuses by governments and
armed opposition groups in 150 countries across the world. It provides
an invaluable reference guide to international human rights
developments.
Timelines of Nearly Everything - Manjunath.R 2021-07-03
This book takes readers back and forth through time and makes the past
accessible to all families, students and the general reader and is an
unprecedented collection of a list of events in chronological order and a
wealth of informative knowledge about the rise and fall of empires, major
scientific breakthroughs, groundbreaking inventions, and monumental
moments about everything that has ever happened.
Character Sketches of Romance, Fiction and the Drama - Ebenezer
Cobham Brewer 1892
The Gutenberg Galaxy - Marshall McLuhan 2017-06-22
The Gutenberg Galaxy catapulted Marshall McLuhan to fame as a media
theorist and, in time, a new media prognosticator. Fifty years after its
initial publication, this landmark text is more significant than ever
before. Readers will be amazed by McLuhan’s prescience, unmatched by
anyone since, predicting as he did the dramatic technological innovations
that have fundamentally changed how we communicate. The Gutenberg
Galaxy foresaw the networked, compressed ‘global village’ that would
emerge in the late-twentieth and twenty-first centuries — despite having
been written when black-and-white television was ubiquitous. This new
edition of The Gutenberg Galaxy celebrates both the centennial of
McLuhan’s birth and the fifty-year anniversary of the book’s publication.
A new interior design updates The Gutenberg Galaxy for twenty-firstcentury readers, while honouring the innovative, avant-garde spirit of the
original. This edition also includes new introductory essays that
illuminate McLuhan’s lasting effect on a variety of scholarly fields and
popular culture. A must-read for those who inhabit today’s global village,
The Gutenberg Galaxy is an indispensable road map for our evolving
communication landscape.
Reflections - Walter Benjamin 2019-02-26
“This book is just that: reflections of a highly polished mind that
uncannily approximate the century’s fragments of shattered traditions.”
— Time A companion volume to Illuminations, the first collection of
Walter Benjamin’s writings, Reflections presents a further sampling of
his wide-ranging work. Here Benjamin evolves a theory of language as
the medium of all creation, discusses theater and surrealism, reminisces
about Berlin in the 1920s, recalls conversations with Bertolt Brecht, and
provides travelogues of various cities, including Moscow under Stalin.
Benjamin moves seamlessly from literary criticism to autobiography to
philosophical-theological speculations, cementing his reputation as one
of the greatest and most versatile writers of the twentieth century.
Art in History/History in Art - David Freedberg 1996-07-11
Historians and art historians provide a critique of existing methodologies
and an interdisciplinary inquiry into seventeenth-century Dutch art and
culture.
A Modern Panarion - Helena Petrovna Blavatsky 1895
Student Lamps of the Victorian Era - Richard Corven Miller 1992
Myths and Myths-makers - John Fiske 1889
History of New England - John Gorham Palfrey 1966
Standard Oil Bulletin - 1925
The Palace and Park - 1855
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The "Würzburg manuscript" is a partial copy of H.P. Blavatsky's early
manuscript of "The Secret Doctrine," written in 1885 and 1886 while
staying in Würzburg, Germany and Ostende, Belgium.
Shades and Globes - Macbeth-Evans Glass Company 1912

Carroll Bombaugh 1875
Cruelty and Utopia - Eduardo Baez 2005-02-03
This landmark collection of illustrated essays explores the vastly
underappreciated history of America's other cities -- the great
metropolises found south of our borders in Central and South America.
Buenos Aires, So Paulo, Mexico City, Caracas, Havana, Santiago, Rio,
Tijuana, and Quito are just some of the subjects of this diverse collection.
How have desires to create modern societies shaped these cities, leading
to both architectural masterworks (by the likes of Luis Barragn, Juan
O'Gorman, Lcio Costa, Roberto Burle Marx, Carlos Ral Villanueva, and
Lina Bo Bardi) and the most shocking favelas? How have they grappled
with concepts of national identity, their colonial history, and the
continued demands of a globalized economy? Lavishly illustrated, Cruelty
and Utopia features the work of such leading scholars as Carlos Fuentes,
Edward Burian, Lauro Cavalcanti, Fernando Oayrzn, Roberto Segre, and
Eduardo Subirats, along with artwork ranging from colonial paintings to
stills from Chantal Akerman's film From the Other Side. Also included is
a revised translation of Spanish King Philip II's influential planning
treatise of 1573, the "Laws of the Indies," which did so much to define
the form of the Latin American city.
The Works of Stefan George - 2020-05
This translation of all the poems in the main body of the work of George
extensively revises the first publication of The Works of Stefan George
which appeared in 1949. The editors have also expanded the volume,
adding a number of George's early poems under the collective title
Drawings in Grey, two essays (including the eulogy on Holderin), and the
lyrical drama The Lady's Praying along with a commentary by the
translators.
Journey to the Centre of the Earth - Jules Verne 2005

The Bureaucracy of Beauty - Arindam Dutta 2007
Publisher description
Notes to Literature - Theodor W. Adorno 1991
The author, a noted literary critic, presents a selection of his thought on
Balzac, Valery, Dickens, Goethe, Heine, Hoelderlin, lyric poetry, realism,
the essay and the contemporary novel.
The Commerce and Navigation of the Erythraean Sea - Flavius
Arrianus 2015-02-08
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important,
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work
was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the
original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright
references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in
our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in
the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of
America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate)
has a copyright on the body of the work.As a reproduction of a historical
artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures,
errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation
process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
The Greeks and the Irrational - Eric R. Dodds 2004-06-16
In this philosophy classic, which was first published in 1951, E. R. Dodds
takes on the traditional view of Greek culture as a triumph of
rationalism. Using the analytical tools of modern anthropology and
psychology, Dodds asks, "Why should we attribute to the ancient Greeks
an immunity from 'primitive' modes of thought which we do not find in
any society open to our direct observation?" Praised by reviewers as "an
event in modern Greek scholarship" and "a book which it would be
difficult to over-praise," The Greeks and the Irrational was Volume 25 of
the Sather Classical Lectures series.
Marx Engles - Karl Marx 2001-12-01
In the articles collected in this volume Karl Marx and Frederick Engels
deal with the history of colonialism and provide a Marxist analysis of the
economic causes colonial policy. Most of these articles were written in
the 1850s when mighty anti-colonialist movements developed in Asia.
The New Age of Russia - Birgit Menzel 2012
Occult and esoteric ideas became deeply embedded in Russian culture
long before the Bolshevik Revolution. Everyone interested in the occult
and esoteric will appreciate this book, because it documents their
continued importance in Russia and raises new issues for research and
discussion.
Needlework as Art - Marianne Margaret Compton Cust Alford
2018-10-25
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work
is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and
distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright
on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work
is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work
has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly
blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read
typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant.
Rab and His Friends and Other Papers - John Brown 2021-12-02
"Rab and His Friends" by John Brown. Published by Good Press. Good
Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre.
From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the
books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers
and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and
accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
Gleanings for the Curious from the Harvest-fields of Literature - Charles
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A Thesaurus of English Word Roots - Horace Gerald Danner 2014-03-27
Horace G. Danner’s A Thesaurus of English Word Roots is a compendium
of the most-used word roots of the English language. As Timothy B.
Noone notes in his foreword: “Dr. Danner’s book allows you not only to
build up your passive English vocabulary, resulting in word recognition
knowledge, but also gives you the rudiments for developing your active
English vocabulary, making it possible to infer the meaning of words with
which you are not yet acquainted. Your knowledge can now expand and
will do so exponentially as your awareness of the roots in English words
and your corresponding ability to decode unfamiliar words grows apace.
This is the beginning of a fine mental linguistic library: so enjoy!” In A
Thesaurus of English Word Roots, all word roots are listed alphabetically,
along with the Greek or Latin words from which they derive, together
with the roots’ original meanings. If the current meaning of an individual
root differs from the original meaning, that is listed in a separate column.
In the examples column, the words which contain the root are then
listed, starting with their prefixes, for example, dysacousia,
hyperacousia. These root-starting terms then are followed by terms
where the root falls behind the word, e.g., acouesthesia and acoumeter.
These words are followed by words where the root falls in the middle or
the end, as in such terms as bradyacusia and odynacusis.. In this manner,
A Thesaurus of English Word Roots places the word in as many word
families as there are elements in the word. This work will interest
linguists and philologists and anyone interested in the etymological
aspects of English language.
The Story of Civilization - Will Durant 1966
A history of Greek civilization and culture from Crete's Aegean empire to
the Roman conquest of Greece.
In and Around Berlin - Minerva Brace Norton 1889
Philadelphia and Its Manufactures - Edwin Troxell Freedley 1859
Suffolk Surnames - Nathaniel Ingersoll Bowditch 1857
Imagining Earth - Solvejg Nitzke 2017-07-31
While concepts of Earth have a rich tradition, more recent examples
show a distinct quality: Though ideas of wholeness might still be related
to mythical, religious, or utopian visions of the past, "Earth" itself has
become available as a whole. This raises several questions: How are the
notions of one Earth or our Planet imagined and distributed? What is the
role of cultural imagination and practices of signification in the
imagination of "the Earth"? Which theoretical models can be used or
need to be developed to describe processes of imagining Planet Earth?
This collection invites a wide range of perspectives from different fields
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of the Humanities to explore the means of imagining Earth.
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